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• New Works

WORKS OVERVIEW 
Pile Extraction

Test Piles

Extended Piling Platforms
- Higher and wider to meet appointed 
- Contractors requirements 

- *Test Pile Install 
- 2 test piles to be installed from 
- 25.11.19 for valued engineering
- assessment 

- *Pile Extraction 
- Investigation/removal of existing piles 
- on Redan West 

- *Subject to WCC approval 



Remaining Slab & UKPN Substation



REVISED PROGRAMME



WORKS OVERVIEW 

• Completed Works 

Heritage Removal 
- All works are complete 

Façade Retention Frame 
All works are complete 
UKPN Substations

- Only Porchester
Substation remains

- Tower Cranes
- TC1 & 2 dismantled 

and off site 
- B1 Slab Removal 
- “Car Park” area 

complete 



WORKS OVERVIEW 

• Active Works 

- Demolition of shopping centre GF & B1 slab

- Processing of onsite demolition arisings – One 
“crusher” has left site

-
- Forming pile mats for follow on contractor 

- Basement retaining wall propping 

- Frame for façade wrap

- UKPN trenching/cabling (Not under Erith Control) 



WORKS OVERVIEW 

• Upcoming/continuing works 

- Demolition of Shopping Centre Ground and B1 slabs
- Processing demolition arisings for new pile mat
- Pile probing and pile mat install 
- Basement wall propping
- Installation of façade frame wrap
- Transfer of UKPN substation to temporary housing 

on Porchester Gardens 
- Test pile installation 
- Existing pile investigation/extraction 



- Processing demolition 
arisings

- Forming high level 
piling berms 

- Retaining wall temp 
propping 

Western Site Works

DEMOLITION WORKS UPDATE



DEMOLITION WORKS
Shopping Centre Demolition



ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

• Real time monitors installed and active. 

• Monitoring plans and trigger levels agreed with WCC 

• Alerts sent if any trigger levels are breached 

• Dust suppression equipment in place and constantly reviewed 

• WCC visits are taking place to monitor the works

• Regular WCC meetings to review reports and current works



NOISY HOURS
Alternative Work Pattern Options



NOISE DUST AND VIBRATION 
Noise Summary

04 – 09 November



NOISE DUST AND VIBRATION 
Monitoring Report – Noise – Redan West

04 – 09 November



NOISE DUST AND VIBRATION 
Monitoring Report – Vibration – Redan West 

04 – 09 November



NOISE DUST AND VIBRATION 
Monitoring Report – Vibration – Redan North

04 – 09 November



NOISE DUST AND VIBRATION 
Monitoring Report – Vibration – Queensway

04 – 09 November



NOISE DUST AND VIBRATION 
Monitoring Report – Dust – Redan West

04 – 09 November



NOISE DUST AND VIBRATION 
Monitoring Report – Dust – Queensway

04 – 09 November



NOISE DUST AND VIBRATION 
Resident Monitor Locations

55 Leinster Square (Vibration)
58 Kensington Gardens (Vibration)
6 Monmouth Road (Vibration)
Chepstow Place (Vibration)
Compass House (Vibration) 
Flat 8, 36 Hatherley Grove (Vibration)
Kensington Hotel (Vibration, Dust)
3 Cromarty Villas (Vibration, Noise)
77A Hereford Rd (Vibration)
21 Inverness Terrace (Vibration)
6 Pembridge Villas (Noise) 

3 Tennial Place Vibration & Noise
8 Monmouth Place - Noise
58 KGS Vibration - 2nd

63 KGS Vibration
23 Inver Court (Vibration)
27 Porchester Gardens – (Noise & 
Vibration)
Flat 4 77 KGS (Vibration)
148a Queensway (Vibration)

31 Porchester Gardens (Vibration) to 
be installed 17/11/19



INFORMATION NOTICES, 
NEWSLETTERS & DISTRIBUTION

• ERITH NEWSLETTTERS

• ERITH ADHOC INFORMATION NOTICES FOR SPECIAL SITE ACTIVITIES

• ALL MEMBERS REGISTERED ON THE PROJECT DATA BASE 
AUTOMATICALLY RECEIVE NOTICES 



RESIDENT QUESTIONS

1) Hoardings were promised but not built for numerous reasons:
Given the significant levels of dust, to put our minds to rest, would the 
developer be willing to commission and pay for dust particle testing?

Where concerns have been raised throughout the project individual 
dust monitors have been offered and placed in individual properties 
surrounding the site. No breaches were recorded in results.

Permanent dust monitors are also in place on each elevation 



RESIDENT QUESTIONS

2) The 3-metre-deep reinforced concrete slab that apparently was not 
known about until demolition started and which caused an unbelievably 
high level of shaking. We believe that this could have been removed by 
other means, which has been the case with similar construction sites: 
Silent dynamite is injected into the concrete and then slowly breaks it 
down via a chemical reaction which is quieter. 
(https://www.dexpan.com) Was it too expensive to use this method? 

It has been explained that the 3mx3m slab found was removed in 3 days 
and we have not encountered any other unexpected slabs. 
Also as explained previously, dynamite, including silent would not have 
been possible due to the surrounding listed properties and especially 
the retained façade.

https://www.dexpan.com/


RESIDENT QUESTIONS
3) Proposed construction activities for the next phase.

We presume there would be a tender pack of drawings which would have been issued 
to contractors for pricing.
Could we see the pilings and groundwork drawings?
What is the methodology/phasing?
Will they be piling a secant pile wall around the edge of the site and then excavating? 
What is the programme and duration for the works? 

How noisy will it be and how will noisy hours be set? 
Residents from Kensington Gardens Square with houses backing onto Redan Place 
are not surprisingly particularly worried about the effects on the structure of the old 
listed buildings. The buildings are just a hop and a skip away from the site.
What is the distance between the back of the buildings to the secant pile wall, if there 
is going to be one? 
Developer to respond fully in future meetings



RESIDENT QUESTIONS

4) Complaints.
I am wondering if there is something like a complaints monitor that activates an alert 
if a significant number of people keep calling to get a reference number or sending 
lots of emails? I hope that there are ways of communicating that are less time-
consuming for everyone.

The site keeps a complaints log which is maintained by the Community Liaison team, 
and every contact, including queries and complements are recorded. The log is 
produced and discussed in progress meetings. 
Complaints are monitored by WCC’s nominated site Environment officer and the log 
is produced for discussion during their site review meetings where trends are 
identified.



RESIDENT QUESTIONS
SOCOTEC UK - Will you be following the below recommendations:

1)Section 4.3.1 of the report states and I quote:
“For reasons of both safety and the control of movement in the surrounding ground, no excavations of any size 

should be left unsupported.” For small excavations they recommend temporary heavy duty shoring and for the 
large basement excavation they recommend that the permanent support of earth retention system or secant 
piled wall is installed prior to excavation.

2)Report also states that elevated concentrations of hydrocarbons were encountered in the north-west corner 
of the site and that "due to the limited nature of all site investigation, there always remains the possibility that 
pockets of previously undiscovered contamination may be encountered during the development." Section 
5.9 of the report recommends that the watching brief be undertaken during the excavation of the north-west 
corner.
Section 5.10 recommends the area to be fenced off if there are signs of contaminations spillage and I want to 
make you aware that two days ago the CO monitors went off during the night in a couple of flats in a building on 
Kensington Gardens Square backing on Redan Place. British Gas was called to investigate, and confirmed there 
are no leakages in any of the flats. Boiler technicians also investigated individual boilers and found they are in 
order.
It was thought that this might have been caused by the generator operating on the site. However, given the 
nature of hydrocarbons please let us know will you be investigating further as well as following the above 
recommendations.



RESIDENT QUESTIONS
SOCOTEC UK - Will you be following the below recommendations:

3)Lastly, Section 4.3.3 covering ground movements due to excavations states “ excavations could influence 
existing buildings or services in the areas immediately surrounding the site. It is understood that numerical 
modelling of the ground will be undertaken in order to estimate the potential magnitude of such deformation”
Could you please make available to us the results of this numerical modelling report.



NEXT LIAISON MEETING

Next liaison/handover meeting 
proposed for 

W.C 16 December 2019

Location to be confirmed



COMMUNITY LIAISON

Liaison Group Meetings will be held every Month

Newsletters will be sent out on a monthly basis and information notices on a ad-hoc basis

Complaints Procedure:

The contact telephone number of the Erith Site Manager and Erith Communications Team will be  
displayed around the site boundary and contained in newsletters and notices.

If you have any queries, problems or complaints during the works, please contact the  
Community Liaison Manager Cherrie O’Kane or Project Manager Paul Millar

Paul Millar (Erith Project Manager)
Mobile – 07584 233922 Email - paul.millar@erith.com

Cherrie O’Kane (Erith Community Liaison/Conduct Manager)  
Mobile - 07894 259321 Email - cherrie.o'kane@erith.com

24hr On Site Security (direct phone number)  
Mobile – 07769 243525

Erith Tel No: 0370 950 8800 Email - enquiries@erith.com

mailto:paul.millar@erith.com
mailto:cherrie.o%27kane@erith.com
mailto:enquiries@erith.com
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